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ABSTRACT

　　　　We have studied the molecular orientation in laser-induced periodic sube-micrometer

structure on polyimide surface by polarized reflectIR absorption spectroscopy. The dichroism has

been observed for 1722cm °land 123 1 cm"' absorption bands. We found thatthe molecular chains in

LIPSS tend to orientperpendicular to thelaser-induced periodiclines.

INTRODUCTION

　　Following the success of the application of laser in the preparation of micro- and nano-structure

pattern on the surface of metallic, semiconductive and inorganic insulating materials. the study has

been extended to the laser-induced periodic strurcture on polymer surface(LIPSS)recently. The

approach of studying LIPSS of polymers was initially using unpolarized laser to form ripple

structure. but the periodic 】inerstructures would not be formed or orient at random and the lines

were rough and rulelessQ.Subsequently, polarized laser beam was used f)r making LIPSS and

cleaner, integrate lines of periodic structures were produced on surfaces of ａlot of polymers. such as.

amorphous polymer like poly(ethersulphone), polyetheretherkoton, polystyrene and polyimde; and

semicrystalline polymer like poly(ethelene terephthalate). Under the influence of polarized laser

beam, the direction of these structures runs either perpendicular or parallel to the plane of

polarization. The formation of the periodic lines has been thought as a result of the repeated heating

and cooling in polymer surfaces following intensity distribution caused by interference of reflected

surface electromagnetic waves and incoming polarized laser beam'-^. We think this process may lead

to the local orientation of the polymer molecular chains. To justify our suggestion, polarized

reflection infrared spectroscopy was applied to study the molecular orientation in the periodic sub-

micrometer pattern formed on the polyimide surface.
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EXPERIMENT

　　In our experiment. Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray GCR-4 Nd:YAG laser was used at its fourth

harmonic mode with a wavelength of 266nm. The fluence of laser beam was 30 mi/cw? at ａ

repetitive rate of lOHz and pulsewidth of 5ns. To obtain periodic sub-micro lines structure in ａlarge

size.ａＸ'Ｙ moving table with an angle adjustable platform was used, and the polyimide film, wich

was inclined at 20°,was exposed under atmospheric condition by scanning in speed χ of 5nm/s and

Y of 0.005nm/s, respectively.

　　　The polyimide used in this study was prepared from the polycondensation between 4,4'-

diamino-3,3'-<iimethyl　diphenylmethane　and　benzophenone-3,3'-4,4'-tetracarboχylic　acid

dianhydride^. The polyimide solution was spin-coated on glass substrateS,The substrates were

subsquently heated at 150°C for lh to evaporate the solvents｡

　　　The polarized reflection infrared spectra were recorded using ａ Bio-Rad FTS 6000 Fourier-

transform Infrared spectrometer equipped with an IR polarizer and mercury cadmium telluride

detector. Spectra were measured at４ cm-1 resoIution,The number of scans were 400 times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

　　Ａ molecular-chain oriented polymer shows a different absorption or reflectionIR spectrum

when the orientation of the polymer relativeto the direction of linearly polarized lightis changed,

because an interaction between ａ polarized electric field of the radiation and ａ dipole moment

associated with the vibration becomes maχimum or minimum when an angle between those two are

0° and 90° ，respectively.In this study. the reflection polarized IR spectroscopy was applied to

evaluate the molecular chain orientationof the polymer film surface because of two points.First,the

existence of the periodic sub-micrometer lines on the polymer surface would lead to the difference

of the transmittance IR absorption at the differentlocation with differentfilm thickness. Secondly,

the height of the sub-micrometer lines is about 70nm, which is much smaller than the thickness of

the film (1 μm). The molecular chain orientationmay occur only on the surface area and may not be

fullyreflected in ａ transmittance spectrum. The easiestway to obtain the surface information of ａ

material is through a specular reflection measurement. However, true specular reflection spectra

have derivative-likespectralpatternsand itis generally not advantageous to use them for qualitative

or quantitative purposes. In this study,ａ reflection spectrum was transformed into an absorption

spectrum through the Kramers-Kronig transformation.*
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　　　Figure l shows the polarized IR spectra after the Kramers-Kronig transformation of the

polyimide in both the irradiated and non･radiated areas. Spectrum ａis from the irradiated area with

IR polarization direction perpendicular to the direction of the sub-micrometer lines. spectrum b is

ft･omthe non-radiated area with the polarized direction identicalto spectrum a. Spectrum c is fi･om

the irradiated area with the IR polarized direction parallelto the sub-micrometer lines direction.

Spectrum d is fr･om the non-radiated area with the identical polarized direction to spectrum

c.Spectrum ｅ is the dichroic spectrum. which is the difference between the net perpendicular

absorption and the net parallelabsorption afterthe subtraction of the absorption of the non-radiated

area Absorption at 1722cm'' and 1231cm-' exhibits clear dichroism. Absorption at 1722cm'' is from

Cべ0 stretching while that at 1231cm-' is from c-c-c structure between the two phenylene and the

methylene groups. C=0 stretching exhibits strong response when the IR polarization direction is

parallelto the sub-micrometer 】inesdirection,while c-c-c absorption shows strong response when

the IR polarization direction is perpendicular to the sub-micrometer lines direction. These results

indicate thatthe Ｃ＝O groups in polyimide show higher tendency to orientin the direction parallelto

the sub-micrometer lines while the c-c゛c linkages tend to orientin the direction perpendicular to

the sub-micrometer lines.i.e.,the molecular chains in LIPSS on polyimide surface orientin part in

the direction perpendicular to the sub-micrometer lines.Figure2 is model of this orientation,we think

that this orientationis caused by the induction of the alignment of dipole moments in polyimide

molecular chains by the directional electricfield associated with the polarized pulsed laser beams

during the melting and cooling process. The polar carbonyl groups are subjected to the orientationin

the electricfielddirection.
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Fig.l Polarized reflection FT-IR spectra of polyimide obtained after a Kramers-Kronig

transformation. a.irradiatedarea (A⊥), b.non-radiated area (B上),c.irradiated areas (All), d. non-

radiated area (B||), (e)dichroic spectrum(X - II),afterａ and ｃ are subtracted from b and d，

respectively.
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